
MobiWire | Senior Industrial Designer & UI Lead Designer
PARIS, FRANCE | 2011  to Present

Joined MobiWire as a solo designer, where I took an active role in design development and 
process in-house.  Job function required daily interactions with R&D engineering and desi-
gn team in China, program management and other cross-functional teams. Full understan-
ding of the fabrication process, CMF developing and adapting design process to meet the in-
dividual requirements of each client. Travel frequently to Asia to provide production support, 
meet with teams and visit suppliers.  Currently, my position is divided into three main areas:
|      Design & Creation (Manufacturing process)        |       Graphic Design           |       User Interface     

Day to day responsibilities includes:
| Experience in product development and manufacturing processes 
| Extensive knowledge of the engineering involved in product design and manufacturing
| Following product from concept to mass production
| Leading a team of UI Designers in China
| Daily work with engineering and design teams based in China to ensure the successful 
  implementation of industrial designs and solutions
| Analyzing product lines to ensure consistency and quality for brand identity
| Driving core decisions on colours, materials and finishes 
| Providing technical documents (CMF’s) drawing concepts, sketches and other required information
| Researching market trends and new technologies
| Creating consumer-facing brand, marketing, and sales assets
| Knowledge of a wide variety of materials and manufacturing processes, especially plastics-based 
  processes to enhancing items with the appropriate details expected by the customer
| Employing effective communication and presentation skills in meetings, including travelling 
  to client sites, discussing concepts, solutions and introducing a design process
| Providing recaps & conclusions following client  meetings and important events

Past work experience

Clients I had a chance to work with

Current role Skills

Manuel Saez | Product Design Intern
NEW YORK,  USA  | 2010-2011

Primarily office design projects across the production cycle. Responsible for: understan-
ding the American market and customer’s needs, market analyses and comparisons, sket-
ching, modelling, and preparing presentations. Clients included Umbra and CB2. It was a fru-
itful opportunity to observe and compare different methods of working and communicating.

Wierszyllowski Studio | Interior Design Intern 
POZNAN, POLAND |  2008 

An active role in the studio, involving several designs and interior projects. Researched the market and 
client environment, and supported the team with HD renders, sketches, presentations and prototyping.

DESIGN
Knowledge of Manufacturing Process with Atten-
tion to Detail | Driving Products from Sketch to the 
Mass Production | Design Thinking | Aesthetic De-
velopment | Conceptualization & Ideation | Brain-
storming - Storytelling | Visualization, Sketching & 
Digital Rendering | Brand Development | Reseach 
& Analytic Product, Trend, Market | User Experien-
ce & Interaction Development | Project Manage-
ment | Strategy & Vision Presentations 
                   
PERSONAL
Hard working | Detail oriented | Experience wor-
king with Chinese teams & suppliers | Self-motiva-
ted creative who likes to collaborate and have fun 
while getting work done | Communicative 
| Ability to listen carefully to team discussions and 
staff suggestions while keeping an open mind

TECHNICAL 
Prototyping | 3D Modeling | CMF & Technical Do-
cumentations | 

PROGRAMS
Solidworks | Keyshot | Photoshop | Illustrator | In-
Design | Microsoft Suite

OTHERS
Bachelor's Degree in Violin & Piano

LANGUGES 

Polish   | Native

English | Fluent

French  | Advanced

EDUCATION
Master of Fine Arts - MFA | Poznan |Poland 2010
Industrial Design | Specialisation in Furniture
Exchanged | Design Academy Eindhoven | 2009   

Dominika Haas

+33 (0) 688 27 84 96  dominikahaas@gmail.com
Portfolio website dominikahaas.com

Senior Designer 
A passionate multidisciplinary designer experience in hi-tech & manufacturing

I have always been passionate about the entire creation process - from product design to styling, art, innovative technologies, analyzing and illustrations. 
I draw upon experiences in these various fields to bring an interesting approach to every project and to create the best result. 
In addition to my design interests, I have a love of music, art, fashion, exploring new cultures and cooking - a love that led me to launch my own creative-
cooking blog  www.chezdomia.com

RECOGNITIONS
1st PLACE at NATIONAL COMPETITION - ART OF 
PACKAGING Brie Juice | Poland
3rd PLACE at ALLEGRO COMPETITION 
(polish equivalent of Amazon) | Poland
SALONE SATELLITE in MILAN
Shortlisted for furniture presentation 
HANSGROHE COMPETITION
Honourable Mention

http://www.dominikahaas.com
http://chezdomia.com/

